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Abstract 
The problem of maximizing the fundamental 
frequency of a thin walled beam with coupled bending 
and torsional modes has been studied in this paper. An 
optimality criterion approach has been used to locate 
stationary values of an appropriate objective function 
subject  to constraints. Optimal designs with and without 
coupling have been discussed. 
I. Introduction 
A first investigation of the o timal beam vibration 
problem of finding the best taper that yields the highest 
possible natural frequency. Following the initial work of 
Niordson, many different investigators have considwed 
d i f f c r y w o b l e m s  in the field of optimal vibrations of 
beams - . References 2-11 are concerned with & 
maximization of fundamental frequencies. O h o f f  
has  addressed the probkm of T i m i z i n g  higher order 
frequencies and rotating beams . The problem of 
minimizing weight for a specified frequency constraint 
h a s  been addressed in References 12-18. Multiple 
frequency constraints have been addressed in References 
19-23. An optimality u i t e r i a  approach has been 
discussed in References 17 and 1%. 
.An application to the helicopter bw design 
problem has been presented by Peters et al. In their 
work, the problem of optimum distribution of mass and 
stiffness for a frequency m s t r a i n t  has been d ~ c u s s e d .  
In mt cases this is ftt9_1gual of the problem of 
maximizing the frequencies , which is considered as a 
primal problem. It is possible to solve aeveral primal 
problems to obtain a solution to a dual probkm. Either 
of these approaches results in an optimum design and a 
structural  dynamic model corresponding to the optimal 
design. 
The resulting mathematical model can  be used as a 
model for tests and improvements of these modsp by 
identification techniques. In an application of this and 
in al l  other optimal vibration problems, only uncoupled 
vibration modwve been considered. In the helicopter 
design problem and many other practical situations, 
e las t i c  axes Q mt coincide with the inertial axes, 
resulting in a awpling between some of the bending 
modes and torsional modes. This paper has addressed the 
problem of m a x i m i r i q  the fundamental frequency of a 
thin walled beam with aoupkd bendirg and torsional 
modes. This is achieved through an optimality criterion 
approach to locate stationary values of a proper 
problem is attributed to Niordson P . He considered the 
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objective function. The results show h t  the optimum 
designs are m r y  different from the design obtained for 
beams with mcolrpled vibration, s h o w i q  that the 
coupling must not be ignored in the optimization process. 
2. Primal Optimization Problem for a Continuous System 
A beam of channel cross rction with one axis of 
section symmetry eqwriencing vibration in simple 
harmonic motion of f r e q u m c y w  is considered. 7hc 
maximum strain energy determined from the sum of Eqs. 
(A 8 1 and ( A 1 4  is 
J (2.1) -- 
The maximum kinetic energy follows from Eqs. (A 9 I and 
(A131, with the addition of non-structural concentrated 
m a s t s .  
(2.2) 
From the requirement that 2U 
constraint that Z;F- = I, it fod%\tmt 
= 2Tmax, with the 
For thefltimization m, ,# Or), j=l,2 ,..., N, , 
W n  yarkbk, urnid in this paper to denotes thc j 
the f l a n g e d  m b t h  
determine the wall 
maximum value of the mental fnquency sbjm to 
the oonstraint that the beam mass be cqwl to some 
specified value. The formulation of equations is as 
follows. 
maximize 
subject to the constraints of satisfaction of equlibrium 
equations 
(2.6) 
with appropriate equilibrium requirements at 
concentrated masses and appropriate -boundary 
conditions. There is a normalization constraint 
"he beam m a  is specified 
$mdx -R =o  (2.8) 
and there are possible limits on magnitudes of design 
var iabks  
i: pj ,c *I- (2.9) 
lhi pmbkm will be s~lved with the optimality 
criterion approach, with the criterion developed by 
applying thc adwrlqucs of calculus of variations and 
Lagrange multipliers, as follows. 
A modified f rq tmcy  functional, F, is defined as 
follous: 
That is, thc normalization and amstan t  mass constraints 
are incorpcrated with Lagrange muhipliers n ard A ,  
respectively. The problem row is to determine those 
func t imt  wr, 8 ,  v , and which give a stationary value 
to thc functmm~ fi, subject t o  equilibrium constraints. 
First, the variations of the displacements w , O ,  
and vr are considered. A typical f i n t  variation of gwi l l  
be 
After integration by parts and inclusion of the 
equilibrium equation constraints, it can $e shown tha t  JF = o for every 6 w  only ifR =o . This same 
re$hement  follows from $F 0 and dFv = 0. 
r 
Finally, variations of the design variables @. are 
considered. I t  is to be noted that variations )of a 
particular design variable are taken only in those regions 
of the beam domain in which that  variable does not have 
a limiting value set by Eq. (2.9) 
After evaluating the variations, the requirement tha t  
dF,,. = 0 for every d@ leads to the optimality criterion 
for  qach design variable. 
In wads ,  the optimum design is mpposedly achieved 
when the quantity H. is constant along the span of the 
beam for all regions h which the associated 0. does not 
have a limiting value. J 
The formulation is summarized as follows. "he 
unknowm are thm d t p h c e m t  fun~tions (W ,8 ,  v 1, 
N,* design y r i ab l e  functions to. the freqtcncy bf  
vibration (8u 1, and the Lag&e multiplier (AX 
Available equations are three equilibrium equations with 
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asrwiated h n d a r y  conditions and concentrated mass 
:-1mdItlaI5 (Eq. (2.6)). Y e  optimdity u i te r ion  equations 
IEqs. (2.13) and (2.lW or thc limiting values (Eq. (2.9)). 
the  normality condition (Eq. (2.711, and the constant mass 
rorirrrsrnt cquatran (Eq. (2.8)). The problem r e m s  to be 
w e l l - p a d :  and a rirnultaneous solution of all equations 
wil l  lead ta possible optimum dcsignr. 
Eqiration (2.6) shows the &coupling between 
d i rp lacemnt  vf and the displacement pair wr, 8 .  There 
arc two r p a r a t e  eigcnvalue problems, leading to 
eigenvalue w 2  with eigenvector vr, wr = 0, 8 = 0 and 
eigcnvalue U! with eigenvector c, 8 , vr = 0. If 
W ,  = w W ,  then the eigenvector will contain nonzero 
components for all displacements, with 6,, 8 ,  and Fr. 
Now, i f  the physics of the problem is such that  one 
need optimize m l y  for vibration in the plane of 
symmetry, then it is permissible to set w = 0, 8 = 0. 
Such singledisplacement optimization prohems have 
been treated many times in the past, most often with 
cross section area a the design variable. Equations 
(2.13) and (2.14) will provide the proper optimality 
cr i ter ia  for other design variables such as wall thickness. 
Likewise, if i t  is necessary to optimize only for  the  
coupled vibration, then one rrky set v = 0 in Eqs. (2.13) 
and (2.141 to obtain the correct  optimafity criterion. This 
coupleddisplacement optimization has mt been done 
before, and the reported numerical results in this papa 
a r e  limited to this problem. 
The &coupled optimization problems will lead to 
A 
2 2  
n 
valid optimum designs in the following two situations. 
If the optimality cr i ter ia  are satisfied with vr # 0,  
wf I O , @  = 0, and if the optimized is less than t h e  
bending-torsion frequency UW, then the design is truly 
optimum. The lowest M t w a l  frequency has been raised 
to the highest value possible. 
2 
If Eqs. (2.13) and (2.19) are satisfied with wr f 0, 
@ j  0, vr = 0,  and if the o p t i m i z e d ~ w C O V ,  the design is 
truly optiinum. The lowest frequency has been raised. 
2 2  
However, i f  Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) are satisfied with 
vr 4 0, wr 5 0, 8 = 0 and the optimized u )pJw or if 
wr 4 0, 8 f 3, vr = 0 and the ol.l;i.;.ved u$:, then the  
designs are not valid. In eit: ase, the design is such 
that  the optimized frequerc) IS not the fundamental 
frequency, which means that the fundamental frequency 
h a s  not b a n  optimized. 
if decoupkd optimization does not provide the 
optimum design, then the probkm must be reformulated. 
This observation can be e q l a i n d  by b e g i n n i s  an 
optimization probkm with a cross section with specified 
depth h, width b, mass M, PJ-K! miform wall thickness t 
such that ww<W2 h this case, optimization will 
attempt to raise ww by v a r y i q  the wall thicknesses. 
This search for the best wall thicknesses can be thought 
of as a movement through a design space of thicknesses, 
seeking that point which provides the largest Uw. 
However, because decorpled optimization is p n s u n a b l y  
inadequate, it follows that at some point in the motion 
2 2  
2 
'i 
2 
through design space, there wili be a design for which 
U, =w,. That design, while better than the initial 
uniform thickness design, is not optimum; and if an even 
better &sign is desired, the movement in design space 
must satisfy the now active constraint of U, =wV. This 
requires mother aptimality condition developed as 
follows. The new modtiitid frequency function is 
2 2  
2 2  
F = (a), ( q d, ) I x  A (4 m h  - @) 
L 
which is simply the expression for supplemented by 
the normality condition for vr, the constant mass 
constraint,  the constraint drat &I, =wv, and the 
normality condition for wr and 8 .  The variation dF, 
leads to (I +/?&-fi= 0. The variations JFWr and 
lead to pww+ a = 0. Finally, variation cfF% leads 
2 
2 
to the new optimality criterion for each design variable 
l'p first line of Eq. (2.16) is associated with optimizing 
alone. The remainirlg terms, with the Lagrange 
?ultiplier 6, appear because of the additional constraint 
that = u: = Q. 
For this coupled optimization problem, the 
unknowns have been augmented by the additional 
tagrange multiplier,@, and an additional frequency of 
. vibration, W ; but  the equations have been augmented by 
an additional normality equation and the constraint 
equation of cpwli ty of frequencies. The problem 
remains conceptually solvable, but the solution will b e  
more difficult because of the second Lagrange 
multiplier. 
3. Development of a Finite Ekrnent Model 
A channel cross sction with constant specified 
web depth, h, and mnstant  specified flange width, b is 
considered. For numerical results to be presented, the 
beam is modeled as a collection of finite elements; and it  
is n c ~ r s u y  to develop proper stiffness and mass 
matrices tor each ekmart. 
If the thicknesses t and t haw some specified 
variation within each ti& e t e d t ,  say, for example, a 
linear variation, then displacement based finite ekment 
stiffness r r d  mass matrices can be developed from the 
differential equations (Eqs. (Asj, (A+), and (A to)) or the 
energy definitions (Eqs. (A8  1, (A 9 j, (AIP), and (AI3N. 
However, in this paper the optimization is based on finite 
elements  with m i f a m  thicknesses. Therefore, 
appropriate matrices have been formulated by taking 
available matrices based an shear center displacemeats 
w , 8 ,  v and transforming to reference axis 
di&lacemcn?s wr, 8, vr, as Pol l~~s .  
e 
Matrices [R'&]..d [fiynl denote 8 x 8 element 
stiffness and mass matrices developed with nodal degrees 
of freedom ws, dwSldx,6,  2. At each node, the  
transformation from reference point, r, to shear center, 
s, is 
virtual work expressions (Eq (A2711 o r h  
rr 1 4 
where 
0 
I 
0 
0 
-e 
0 
1 
0 
I 
(3.1) 
locates the shear center for each finite element cross 
section (Fig. 1). In condensed notation, Eq. (3.1) is 
written as 
(3.3) 
where fG 1 and {Gr] denote 4 x I displacement vectors 
at a singfe node and IT] is the 4 x 4 transformation 
array. The two nodal displacement vectors are combined 
to give 8 x  I total element displanment  vectors, {w I 
and (w 1 , which are related by a properly construc&d 
8 x 0 t r h f o r m a t i o n ,  [TI, as follows 
(3.4) 
Finally, the transformed stiffness and mass matrices are 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The transformed ekmta l  matrices of Eqs. (3.5) and 
(3.6) can now be merged in t he  usual manner to form the 
total struaure matrices, [Kw] and [Mw]. 
Ihc rncoupkd beam vibration in ttie y-direction 
c a n  be treated with thc usual stiffness a d  mass 
matrices, [KV] wd [M,]. Note that there will be only 
two degrees of h d o m  at each node, vs and dvs/dx. 
@. Finite E k m m t  Formulation of the Primary Problem 
A channel cross section beam is considered to be 
composed of a specified number of finite elements with 
possibly differing values of web thickness, tt, flange 
thickness, te, and length, L'. (The superscript e denotes 
element valbs.) Ihe probkm is to determine the set of 
wall thicknesses a d  lengths which will Provide a 
maximum value for the fundamental frequency of 
vibratiar subject to the constraint of constant total 
volume (for miform density material) and the constraint 
that the summation of element lengths is equal to the 
to ta l  length. In addition, there may be the so-called 
c y p f i 3  constraint if the optimum design occurs with 
yw = w, as discussed earlier. 
For the problem of opti,mizing the coupled bending- 
torsion frequency, Ww, 2 
wV 2 2  =wW, the modified objective function, which is the without the oonstraint of 
finite element form of Eq- (2.101, is given by 
where K.., M.. = element in the ith row and jth column 
" I' of the total beam stiffness and mass 
matrices, respectively; associated 
with coupled bending-torsion 
vibration. 
qi = 
t: = 
ith degree of freedom for the system 
in ~ o ~ p l e d  bending-torsion vibration 
rth design variable (t; m $1 in 
element e 
L' length of element e 
i7,E specified values of volume and 
length, respectively. 
There is the additional constraint that  
Note the we of the summation convention in Eqs. (4.1) 
and (4.2). 
The first necessary condition for a differentiable 
maximum of F isx a F  = 0, from which it follows, af te r  
substitution from Eq!(4.2), tha t  
J, =us (4.3) . .  
~ h t  next requirements are aF = o and aF = 0, from 
which follow the optimality criteria given below in Eqs. 
(4.6) and (4.8) respectively. In developing those equa- 
tions, there will bt terms of the fmm[aK..lat:] qiqj. 
Note, however, that the design variables t and Le occur 
only in element e. Therefore, the deriJatives involve 
=t: a te 
e.Jl 
4 s i r n u l t a m u s  solution of Eqs. (4.4) - (4.9) will lead to 
possible optimum desigrn. 
When speaking of N equations of equlibrium, as in 
Eq. (4.U) and subsequent1y:there are of course only N - I 
independent equations. The remaining needed equatidh is 
the characteristic equation established from vanishing of 
the appropriate determinant. 
%me of the design mriables might take on 
specifid values, ruch as a thickness c q ~ l a l  to a lower 
limit value, or a element length might b e  fixed. If this 
occurs, simply give those variables the specified values 
wherever they occur and remove the optimality cr i ter ia  
associated with differentiation with respect to those 
variables. In particular, if all Le are specified and f i x d ,  
remove Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) from the formulation. This 
removes Ne + 1 equations and the Ne + 1 unknowns, Le 
a n d b .  
The next case to investigate is when the optimum 
design occurs with Ww =wv; and the modified objective 
function, which is the finite element form of Eq. (2.151, is 
2 2  
I t  is m w  n c c c r w y  to distinguish between coupkd  
bendlw-torsion vibration, denoted by s u b x r i p t  w, and 
the  mcoupled k n d i q ,  denoted by subscript v. The 
derivatives with respect to qVi lead to (I +eha(-fi= 0, 
and the dtrivatives with mpact to G~ lead to 
@u, tq: 0. The derivatives with respect to &r&n 
variabkr  t: and Le lead to the optimatity cr i ter ia  shown 
befow in Eqs. (6.15) and (@.la, mpsct ively.  
as follows. 
2 
This coupled optimization probkm is summarized 
Ihe rnkmwrrs are Nw values of 
value of A . The equations are 
The optimum design is m t a i n d  somewhere within Eqs. 
(4.11)-(k19), but finding it is surely a difficult probkm. 
5. Recursion Relationship for the Primal R o b k m  
For the orimal problem with rncoupkd 
optimization, the optimization process begins with some 
. k m m  distribution of design variables whichsatisfy the 
geometric constraints of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.914 For this 
initial design, Eqs. (4.41 and (4.51 are solved for  the 
eigenvak, W , and the associated normalized 
eigenvector, q.. Tbm it is possible to substitute into the 
optimality oonbitims of EQS. (4.61 ( 4 . ~ .  only on rare 
occasions will these eqwtionr provide immediate 
solutions fa the Lagrange multipliers, and so what is 
required is a procedure far  moving *rough &sign 
var iabk  space in such a manner as to eventually locate a 
design which prmits satisfaction of the optimality 
criteria. 
developed as follows. 
This will be dDne with an iteration &em where C is a weighting number the rth difference (Ar - 
A)- Tl& i f  the measure of error is given by 
First introduce the &finitions 
Now the optimality criteria, Eqs. (4.6) and (@.tl), can be 
respectively written as 
50 that the optimality cr i ter ia  can be written as 
At  the optimum design there will be a single value for  A 
which satisfies all Nr equations of Eq. (5.6) and a siqk 
value for A which satisfies all Ne equations of  Eq. (5.7). 
However, for  a mn-uptimum design, there is no siqk 
value of A and siqk value o f & ;  and what will prove 
useful is some type of %et" values for A and d , say 
and a, which approximately satisfy Egs. (5.6) and (5.7) 
accordiq to some criterion of goodness. 
i t  follows that the value of 4, say XI which minimizes E 
is given by 
(5.12) 
Note that if Cr is constant for all design variables t;? 
then 
50 that is simply the arithmetic average of &he A . If 
the weighting rumba is chosen as C = A  Le, then 
3 from m. (5.12) b the same as d e r i b  from mean 
square error considerations of Eq, (5.6). 
With 3 new known, the optimality condition of Eq. 
(5.7) can be m i t t e n  as 
Once again, the optimality criterion requires mi form 
value for all A i and if the d are not constant, then the  
bes t  value can %e determinedefrom 
with weighting numbers, De; or, for mi form De, 
(5.16) 
-L t a e  4 t ( 5.1 7) 
Ihe next s tep  is to assume that the ( w t  1) i teration 
values QUI be erpred in terms of t h e  Y iteration, as 
There are mvtral ways to determine these best 
V a l u e s ,  includin(l methods which treat Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) 
dmultaneously. However, the simpkst, and perhaps the 
best, method b to treat the equations separately as 
follows. From Eq. ( 5 4  define 
f ollows . 
( 5.1 8) 
(5.8) 
Evidently, A r  @, the estimate for range multiplier A 
bastd on the r equatiar. Then &YLI can be mitten 
as 
( 5.1 9) (4-414 L*= 0 or .+-A=O (5.9) where o( mc~ 7 are positive exponents. NO a t tempt  is 
made to derive these relationships. For some 
 he k t  V ~ I W  o f A  is j e t e m i d  by the mtW of optimization pmbkms in hid the optimdity cr i ter ia  
Wighad IXSMU~Z, w f o U v .  can k expressed in terms of potential and kinetic 
energies, it is possible to make some plausibility 
Define arguments relati% b + l )  a d  Y energies. These 
argumtnu an simply carried without change to this 
problem for which the optimality cr i ter ia  can not be 
e l r p r e d  in terms of energy, leading to Eqs.45.18) and 
(5.19). The only proof of validity is utilitarian -do the 
-8, = (A, - d l  1 c, (5.10) 
2 1 .  
Vote that (u IS uwd rn the definition of ( 7 ’ I and 
( W s t i t u t e  Eq. (5.20) mto Eq. (5.8) and Eq. 
(5.21) into El. (5.1 5 )  and get the following approximations 
for A:* ’ and bf+ * 
I. 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
\.ow the new design variables are selected so t h a t  the 
,) as defined above are equal to each other for all 
values of r and the de are equal for all Value of e. 
This rnovement toward equality of 1, and 4, is expected 
to be a movement towar! the op2mum design. The equal 
valucs a r e  chosen to be A and doI so tha t  
Y +I 
(5.24) 
Therefore, the (v+  1) values can be written in terms of 
the  Y valuesI as follows. 
where n = I/o( and m = 1/7 are positive exponents. 
Equations (5.26) a d  (5.27) include scalar 
multipliers a a d  b which are used to force the (’u + 1) 
design variables to satisfy the kngth a d  volume 
constraints. Because there might be act ive geometric 
constraints of the type of Eq. (2.9) acting on some of the 
design variables, the kngth  and volume constraints can 
b e  written as 
where N dM0p the wmber of elements with r t i v e  
constrain!  Q) L N h t e r  r h ~  wrnk of ekmcnts 
with specified aoss%tion ireat L denotes the total 
length of ekmmts with amstrain& length, and V 
denotes th: total volume of elements with c o n s t r a i n 8  
area. Substitution of Eq. (5.27) into Eq. (5.28) gives - 
L - L r  
and Eqs. ( 5.26) and (5.29) give 
v- vc 
(5.30) 
Note tha? when developing Ae[(t?=+ ‘1, i t  is recognized 
that the TOSS r c t i o n  iYea is a €near function of *sign 
var iabk  t for the channel section with constant h and b 
(see Eq. (A35). 
Equations (5.26) and (5.27) are useful only when :he 
quantities fr and & are defined, which requires (&:/A3 
and C(XAe? + z’]/[( ZAeIw +Awlto be defined and 
positive. If these requirements t e  not satisfied, then 
proceed as follows. Write Eq. (5.3) in the forms 
i f  i V > o ,  A Y ~ O  
(v:)”’=(o)( 1 k sv(~*r~e)w 
of energies, i t  follows 
arc all positive &finite. A h  
7 0  always. Ck.rIy,  Eqs. (5.32)-(5.35) have been 
wfftten in such a w1 as to guarantee pasitive quantities 
on each side of r c h  expaation. In each car, the 
intention is fa the b+ I) design to k such drat the le f t  
hand side will be increased to the* value of t he  right 
b a n d  sde. Substitution from Eqs. (5.149 and (5.19) and 
introduction of the scalars a a d  b gives the following 
results. 
If JV<0 , A;>o  
The scalars b ad a are qgain faund form Eqs. (5.30) and 
(5.31) with proper definitions for  the quantities ‘,‘and c. 
In summary, the recursion relations are as follows. 
Use Eqs (5.26) nd (5.27) if valid, because the 
equations account for simultaneous changes in both d 
and ?. These equations should certainly be valid when 
the design becomes sufficiently dose to an optimum 
design. If, in the early stages of the iteration process, 
Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) are not valid fo r  rome design 
variables, then we Eqs. (5.36)-(5.39) as appropriate to 
modify those particular variables. 
Note that all proposed recursion relationships will 
automatically stop at an optimum desl n. This fol lovs 
because at an optimum design, ail ). =f and all A, =a; 
6. N k r i c a l R e s u l t s  
A channel cross section of the following dimensions 
has been considered (Fqure 0. 
h = 0.5 in. 
b = 0.975 in. 
tw t 0.025in 
)= 0.243 x Ib-ss 2 .  /in 4 
E=10x10 6 psi 
C = 3.8~ 10 psi 6 
The beam krigth is 40 inches, and that length has been 
d i p k d  into 10 equal 1 th finite elements. Therefore, 
L is fired; and Eqs. (3 and (4.9) are removed from the 
formulation. b e  is only one &sign variabk for each 
finite ekmmt, and that is the flange thickness tf. 
Equation (A351 shows that the cross section area i s  a 
linear function of the design variabk t ; and in this case, 
the voiume constraint of Q. (4.71 reduses to 
-m, 
where c = 0.0125 and c = 1.95. The number m denotes 
the i w k r  of e k d t s  with the act ive k o m t t r i c  
constraint of tf equal to the s p e i f i e d  minimum value; 
and Vc denotes the totai volume of elements with tha t  
act ive constraint. Both simply supported and cantilever 
boundary conditions have been studied; and for simple 
s-t, the minimum thickness is t = 0.003 in, while for 
the cantilever beam, minimum tf = &0004. 
For the results to be preseated, t h e  optimization 
process star ted with a miform wall thickness, which 
means tf = tW =0.025 in. The recursion relations are 
Eqs. (5.261, (5.361, or (5.37) as appropriate, with tf = tf 
and A; = cz Ihe scaling factor  is given by Eq. (5.311, 
with CLe)”+ ’ equal to the specified mstant Le. 
There are two a i t e r i a  which might be  used to 
identify the optimum design. The first criterion is 
satisfaction of the optimality criterion in the form of Eq. 
(5.91, which requires a a n s t a n t  value for all A,. With 
one design variabk per finite element, i t  follows that 
there will be me br per clement; and the uniformity of 
those A can be evaluated by the requirement 
(6.2) 
where E is a measure of acceptable error. 
of  the form 
Another convergence criterion would appear to be 
(6.3) 
Equation (6.3) is very s~mple to implement and will often 
indicate an optimum design. However, i t  is possible tha t  
Eq. (6.3) will be satisfied but Eq. (6.2) will not be 
satisfied. Therefore, Eq. (6.2) provides a more rigorous 
measure of satisfaction of the  optimality criterion: and 
that equation has been used in th;? present analyses,*with 
€ =  0.001. 
Convergence to the optimum frequency was smooth 
and monatonic. 7he rate of convergence was a function 
of the initial choice of the  exponent n which appears in 
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f . I. ' 4. I *  ? I ' \  A ~ 5 ,  -> * A S  ~ ' l ~ t i d l l y  se t  to a value? ..;. n.r:ig ybie- . r t - r d t w  process. i f  at any  stage 
5 :cc\  r 5  in  fu b', then the v a l w  of ri is reduced by 75%. 
RIP irpt.rnai flange rhicknesws are s h o w t  in 
F.R re-\ 2-G &vi srimmarized in Table 1-4. Patterns I and 
? -I Tables 2 wind rC are explarned in Flgure 5. For the 
5 np:b s l p p i w t 4  beam, a 09.71% increase in the first 
frFqiw:ic\, &J i s  realiied when compared to the 
wr*spird,F\g 'L-tiur for a beam with uniform flange 
:hi< ~ ' l t . 5 ~ .  When geometric ronstraints are imposed the  
irtrrease i? rhc valur of apt:mum 13 , did mt &mge 
c.g.1 I , *  antlv.  The increase was 00.65d compared to the  
'mi*n  v i t h  uniform flange thickness. In t h e  caw of the  
r mtllever  Seam. the  increase in in comparison to a 
mti icver  ?earn of iiniiorrn flange k i c k n e s s  is 210.22% 
***I .w geometric constraints are imposed. The 
r orre5pinding value wttb geometric constraint IS 178.9%. 
It is rnteresting to note that the  percentage 
,w-rraw in wi th  respect to  the uni!orm beam differs 
v c r v  l i t t i e  between the mconstrained and constrained 
aptimiratitw processes for simply supported beam, 
*hereas this difference is significant in the case of t h e  
rantilever. The reason IS attributed to the  fact tha t  in 
?he mse of a simply supported beam the  inequality 
ronstr iinr imposed on t h e  design variable becomes ac t ive  
onlv over verv f e w  elements, whereas for t h e  cantilever, 
t h e  design variables become very small over a large 
wmber  of elements near the free end and fall below the 
p&ed constrain: 4s a result their values a r e  raised and 
vlrde equd to t f  in the constrained problem. So, this 
minimum constraint become: critical over a large 
number af elements; hence, one is left with only  a few 
elernents for which the design variables may change 
dur irig the optimizat ion proce!.-. 
Some important observations regarding the  
optimum design variable dlstributions are made at this 
point. In case of the solid, simply supported beam 
undergoing flexural vibration, the optimum a r e a  
distribution corresponding to the  maximum fundamental 
frequency appeared to follow the pattern of the  
correspmding mode shape. In other words, the optimum 
distribution assumed a maximum at t h e  center  with 
minimum at the two ends (Fig. 6). The flange thickness 
distribution corresponding to the optimum fundamental 
frequency of the simply supported channel Section, 
however, a s u m e s  a minimum at the cen te r  with 
maximum at the two ends (Fig. 2 and 3). The difference 
is attributed to the following reason. A beam with a 
thin-walled open r c t i o n  like a channel is very weak in 
resistance towards torsion. So, the  fundamental mode of 
coupled vibration is a predominantly torsion dominated 
mode. knce the twisting mommt  distribution of a 
simply supported channel beam has its maximum at the  
two ends and a minimum at the center ,  the  optimum 
distribution tends to follow this pattern. Also, for solid 
sections, beams with second area moments of inertia 
proportional to the square of the cross-sectional a r e a  
have been considered; whereas, in the  case of t h e  beam 
with channel cross-section, the design variable yields a 
Lnear relation of the type, 
6-41 
which may also contribute towards changing the  nature 
of the optimum distribution. This is not t rue for the 
cantilever channel beam though. The optimum flange 
thickness distribution in this case is similar in nature to 
tha t  of the solid cantilever undergoing only flexural 
motian. lhe mason for this is that although the  first 
coupled mode of vibration is still a torsion dominated 
mode, the twisting moment drrtribution in t h e  case of a 
cantilever beam has its maximum at the root and 
minimum at the free end. Although the optimum 
distribution tends to follow the torsion dominated first 
natural mode, it is similar in pattern to the  optimum 
distribution of a solid cantilever urder bending only 
(Figs. 4 and 7). 
7. C o n c l u r ~  
In this paper an optirnaiity criterion approach has 
been developed to maximize the fundamental frequency 
of a thin walled beam with coupled bending and torsional 
modes. The results show that the optimum designs, in 
some cases, a r e  very different from the designs obtained 
for beams with tmcoupled vibrations. This suggests 
further studies in this field, including the dual problem of 
minimizing the weight for frequency restraints, beams 
with closed CTOSS sections and multiple frequency 
constraints. In practical applications where the coupling 
of bending and torsional modes can not be avoided, such 
as in rotorcraft technology, any analysis that  ignores the 
e f fec t  of coupling may lead to erroneous results. 
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If the thicknesses tw and tf are varied in such a way that  
the  ratio tw/tf is constant, then the  loci of shear centers 
and centroids will be straight lines; and shear center  
displacements will provide ela5tic decoupling of rotation 
and displacement just as for the uniform channel section. 
However, for more general axial variations of thickness, 
t h e  shear centers will be along a curved line which is not 
x) suitable for the beam reference axis. Therefore, t h e  
reference axis should be chosen 53 as to be straight for 
any  variation of thickness; and for the problems 
considered in this paper, an appropriate reference axis 
passes through the web center  at each cross section. 
Because there is no t3per along t h e  length, t h e  web 
centers  will indeed lie along a straight line; and this 
choice for reference axis exploits the given cross section 
symmetry about the y-axis. 
Free vibration in the x-y plane occurs without 
twisting. Iht usual ' &rnoulli-Euler equations for 
nonuniform beams describe this motion. However, f ree  
vibration in the  x-z plane is coupled with cross section 
twisting. The double coupling equations of motion are 
well-known for a uniform beam with straight e last ic  axis 
through the shear e n t e r .  The purpose of this Appendix 
i s  to derive the  appropriate equations for reference axis 
at the middle of the web. 
The fundamental assumptions are t h e  IJSUI two 
assumptions for thin walled beams. First,  each cross 
section is assumed to twist without distortion. Second, 
there is no shear deformation in the middle surface of 
the beam. 
The equations of dynamic equ!librium are derived 
from a differential h a m  element and can be  written as 
follows. 
n 
a d  P ;5 the mass b n s i t y  o! the material. 
and the  kinetic energy is 
TFte equation of dynamic equi!ibrium for uncoupled 
vibration in the :*direction is 
where (E ), is the modulus weighted moment of inertia 
about a l i n e  parallel to the z-axis passing through t h e  
moduks weighted ceritroid. The virtual work equation is 
the strain energy is 
and the kinetic energy is 
7his Appendix closes with m s i d e r e t i o n  of the 
sirnplificd, but most common, case in which the elast ic  
moduli, E and G, and the mass density, , have constant 
values in each boss r c t i o n .  Furthermore, the channel 
wall thicknesses,  tw and tf,  d o  not vary in a cross 
Kction. For this case, it is possible to calculate  cross 
section geometric propert ia .  Then the beam stiffness 
and mau per mit kngth  -titier can be written as' 
products of E, G, or p multiplied by appropriate 
geometric properties. Results are as follows. 
Elrwnt no. tl 1, 
CwKh) 
1 0.1011 . 0.0113 
3 0.0066 
4 0.0030 
5 0. Mu0 
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Abstract 
The problem of maximizing the fundamental 
frequency of a thin walled beam with coupled bending 
and torsional modes has been studied in this paper. An 
optimality criterion approach has been used to locate 
stationary values of an appropriate objective function 
subject  to constraints. Optimal designs with and without 
coupling have been discussed. 
I. Introduction 
A first investigation of the o timal beam vibration 
problem of finding the best taper that yields the highest 
possible natural frequency. Following the initial work of 
Niordson, many different investigators have considwed 
d i f f c r y w o b l e m s  in the field of optimal vibrations of 
beams - . References 2-11 are concerned with & 
maximization of fundamental frequencies. O h o f f  
has  addressed the probkm of T i m i z i n g  higher order 
frequencies and rotating beams . The problem of 
minimizing weight for a specified frequency constraint 
h a s  been addressed in References 12-18. Multiple 
frequency constraints have been addressed in References 
19-23. An optimality u i t e r i a  approach has been 
discussed in References 17 and 1%. 
.An application to the helicopter bw design 
problem has been presented by Peters et al. In their 
work, the problem of optimum distribution of mass and 
stiffness for a frequency m s t r a i n t  has been d ~ c u s s e d .  
In mt cases this is ftt9_1gual of the problem of 
maximizing the frequencies , which is considered as a 
primal problem. It is possible to solve aeveral primal 
problems to obtain a solution to a dual probkm. Either 
of these approaches results in an optimum design and a 
structural  dynamic model corresponding to the optimal 
design. 
The resulting mathematical model can  be used as a 
model for tests and improvements of these modsp by 
identification techniques. In an application of this and 
in al l  other optimal vibration problems, only uncoupled 
vibration modwve been considered. In the helicopter 
design problem and many other practical situations, 
e las t i c  axes Q mt coincide with the inertial axes, 
resulting in a awpling between some of the bending 
modes and torsional modes. This paper has addressed the 
problem of m a x i m i r i q  the fundamental frequency of a 
thin walled beam with aoupkd bendirg and torsional 
modes. This is achieved through an optimality criterion 
approach to locate stationary values of a proper 
problem is attributed to Niordson P . He considered the 
Frofasor  md Associate Professor, respectively, 
* Scientific Officer 
Mtmbar A I M *  
objective function. The results show h t  the optimum 
designs are m r y  different from the design obtained for 
beams with mcolrpled vibration, s h o w i q  that the 
coupling must not be ignored in the optimization process. 
2. Primal Optimization Problem for a Continuous System 
A beam of channel cross rction with one axis of 
section symmetry eqwriencing vibration in simple 
harmonic motion of f r e q u m c y w  is considered. 7hc 
maximum strain energy determined from the sum of Eqs. 
(A 8 1 and ( A 1 4  is 
J (2.1) -- 
The maximum kinetic energy follows from Eqs. (A 9 I and 
(A131, with the addition of non-structural concentrated 
m a s t s .  
(2.2) 
From the requirement that 2U 
constraint that Z;F- = I, it fod%\tmt 
= 2Tmax, with the 
For thefltimization m, ,# Or), j=l,2 ,..., N, , 
W n  yarkbk, urnid in this paper to denotes thc j 
the f l a n g e d  m b t h  
determine the wall 
maximum value of the mental fnquency sbjm to 
